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Since the nineteenth century, the modern library has been the preeminent institution of responsibility and
trust in the information landscape. The Catalog has done much to make this possible by providing a
uniform vehicle for access and management of a variety of information resources. Rapid growth of the
Internet and the revolutionary transition from physical to digital artifacts jeopardize the role of the
catalog and the library institution itself. The conservative "business as usual" perspective of libraries
must shift to "business unusual" radical changes in the catalog, its role and its composition, are needed
for the library to endure in the digital age.

The increasing perception of information as a commodity suggests that there are lessons to be learned
from the business world. In his popular management book Clayton M. Christensen [13] describes the
threats and opportunities for businesses in the face of a disruptive technologyf 11. Whereas a sustaining
technology improves the performance of an established product, and therefore appeals to an existing

00 customer base, a disruptive technology brings 'to a market a very different value proposition than had
tin

been available previously'. In his book, Christensen demonstrates how disruptive technologies establish

InIn a failure framework that historically has led to the exit of established companies from a market and, in
© many cases, their eventual demise.

Research libraries are unquestionably confronted with a suite of disruptive technologies, so numerous
that they can be described as a disruptive context. The elements of this disruptive context include well-
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known technical advances such as low-cost computers, the availability of broadband networking in the
home and office, and advances in protocols and delivery systems on the Web. In addition, there are non-
technical factors such as changes in the publishing framework (e.g the movement to 'author self-
archiving' as described by Stephan Hamad [20]), and the increasing rate of change in many fields and
corresponding increasing demand for immediate availability of research results. In combination, these
factors seriously undermine the practices, and in fact the raison d'etre, on which the research library has
relied for over a century.

The Catalog stands exposed to the full force of this disruption. Over the past century research libraries
have expended considerable effort evolving the catalog as a sustaining technology, adapting it to new
genre of materials audio, video, and software and new delivery systems from cards to MARC
formatted electronic records and the integrated library systems that store and provide access to them.
There is no question about the high functionality of the 'cataloging product' and its success in uniformly
imposing order [26] on a variety of resources to facilitate their discovery, access, and management.

Yet, the nature of disruption, as described by Christensen, is that apparent success of a product often
belies fundamental threats to its viability. In'the case of the catalog these threats are both intrinsic and
extrinsic.

The most substantive intrinsic threat to the viability of the catalog as we know it rests largely in the costs
associated with it, which by and large is a result of its complexity. While automated sharing of
cataloging records has produced substantial economies of scale, the cost of an original cataloging record,
for which estimates range from 50 to 110 $US [15], makes it among the most expensive tasks in the
library. The increasing burden of this expense led Bill Arms [3] to question whether the current
cataloging practice can continue to exist amidst relatively static library budgets and the increasing
number of resources to catalog. Arms suggests that a wiser resource allocation might be the use of
cheaper automated descriptive methods even though the results would be admittedly less functional.

The extrinsic threat to the survival of the catalog comes from the changing nature of information, how it
is delivered, and who takes responsibility for organizing and describing it. These changes can be
characterized as follows:

Scale The sheer volume of information available on the Web and the rate of growth severely
stresses the economics of traditional cataloging (described above).
Permanence The impermanence of digital information defies attempts to establish fixity, which
is essential to traditional cataloging.
Authenticity The breakdown of traditional publishing models on the Web disrupts conventional
mechanisms for establishing the authenticity of an information resource.
Variety The rapid introduction of new genres of digital information and the demand for
specialized descriptive methods for these resources undermines the notion of uniform access upon
which the traditional cataloging model rests.
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'Within this changed context, various types of metadata distinct from the catalog[2] are evolving as truly

disruptive technologies often cheaper, simpler, and admittedly less functional than the traditional
catalog. In contrast to the catalog record, which is a self-contained complex organizational scheme
developed and maintained by a closed community of professionals, metadata in general varies across a
number of dimensions:

specialization formats and schemas often reflect the needs of specific communities
decentralization production and maintenance of metadata occurs in distinct communities of
expertise that rarely share common practices or standards.
democratization some metadata initiatives, notably the Dublin Core Metadata initiative, are
targeted for creation and maintenance by non-professionals.

As such, metadata offers the possibility of substantially lowering the cost of describing resources and
making those descriptions more appropriate for the communities that use the resources. Furthermore, a
number of metadata initiatives are focusing on descriptive domains largely unexplored by traditional
cataloging records; for example rights management [35].

How can the research library maintain its enduring order-making role in the face of these disruptive
challenges and technologies? How must cataloging and cataloging practices change so that libraries can
continue to add value to the information infrastructure? There are no simple answers to these questions.
The answers, as such, must address the institutional, technical, and theoretical foundations of cataloging
practice. Hopefully, conferences such as this one provide the opportunity for evaluating the challenge
and developing an inventory of ideas from which the community can move forward.

My view, as presented in this paper, is that adaptation to the networked information context will require
rather radical changes to the role of the catalog and the cataloging model. This view and the material
presented in this paper builds on some ideas that were put forward in the recently published National
Research Council study of the Library of Congress [15], in which I participated[3]. As stated in this
study:

The committee understands that it will be a tremendous challenge to change the base model for
metadata (e.g., from resource-centric to relationship-centric) in a world of widespread data
exchanges (the MARC records that are the basis of cooperative cataloging) and reliance on turnkey
software (commercial integrated library systems that are based on MARC). However, it is certain
that library-type metadata practices will at some point need to be reexamined in the light of a
changed world. It is certainly valid to ask when the time will come where there is sufficient
understanding of this changed world to undertake such a process. It is not productive to ignore the
fact that changes are inevitable and dramatic.

The premise underlying this statement is that the resource-centric descriptive model upon which current
cataloging practices are built, whereby discrete descriptive records are associated with fixed information
artifacts, is incompatible with networked digital information. This new context has radically different
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information entities, decentralized information production and management, and troublesome questions
about authenticity and trust. It requires a model that can flexibly express the relationships between
resources, abstract concepts, and multiple descriptions of those resources and conceptsf41. Complex
relationships are not unique to the digital world examples such as translations, editions, transcriptions,
and the like are well-established in physical genres and have bedeviled catalogers for years. The nature
of networked digital information, however, greatly increases the complexity of resource relationships and
demands a descriptive model that fully represents those relationships.

The goal of this paper is to examine one dimension of such a new data model event-awareness and
why it must be an important component of a new cataloging model. Summarized briefly, an event-aware
model raises events or state-transitions to first-class status, thereby allowing descriptive properties to be
associated with these transitions, as well to the information entities that are inputs, outputs, and tools for
these events. Using "translations" as an example, an event-aware model defines the translation act as a
"first-class object" and associates properties such as the date of translation and the translator to that
translation object.

The beginning of the paper describes why event-awareness is necessary for a new cataloging model.
This necessity comes from both the nature of the digital objects that the catalog must describe and the
role that libraries and the catalog need to play in the digital context. The latter portion of the paper
provides the outline of an event model and how it might be used. It is not my intention in this paper to
provide a complete solution to the problems facing the catalog. However, I hope that some of the ideas
provided here may hint at the directions such a solution may need to take.

Why event-awareness?
What has changed in the digital milieu that makes an event-aware model relevant? This section focuses
on the following issues:

The move away from relatively fixed physical artifacts to generally fluid digital objects.
The difficulty of establishing integrity, trust, and authenticity in the networked environment.
The decentralization and specialization of resource description and problems of mapping amongst
these descriptive vocabularies.

Fixity and Fluidity

Fixity is an underlying assumption of the traditional cataloging model. Fixity is realized in the two most
significant first-class entities in the traditional model the work and the document. The "first-classness"
of these entities lies in the fact that they are the locus for association of attributes created by the
cataloging process [37]. Fixing the work provides the locus for the association of time and space
independent attributes such as author, title, edition, and subject. Fixing the document, as a particular
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space -time manifestation of a work, provides the locus for associating attributes related to publication
(e.g, date) and location (e.g.. library shelf). The instantiation of a cataloging record in a library's catalog
establishes another layer of fixity; the linkage between a bibliographic description, a work, and document
recognized as a manifestation of that work.

What is a "document" in the digital context, how does it differ from other information objects, and what
is the nature of its fixity? Michael Buckland asks many of these questions in "What is a "document"'
[10]. Buckland notes how the digital world, where everything exists "as a string of bits", calls into
question traditional information science distinctions between documents and other information objects
(e.g., processes, images, digital artwork). If "digital documents" bear a striking resemblance to "digital
museum objects" or to "digital archival objects", then certainly the descriptive distinctions between these
communities need to be reconsidered[5]. David Levy writes about issues of fixity and fluidity in
physical and digital documents [27]. While Levy states that both physical and digital documents have
degrees of fixity and fluidity, he calls attention to the significance of "technologies of fixity". Whereas
both digital and physical documents move between states of fixity, there is a marked acceleration of
these state transitions in digital documents; Levy calls it "the rhythm of fixity and fluidity".

The quickening of this rhythm is sufficiently problematic to call into question the integrity of the
relationship of a catalog record to a digital document, thereby weakening the base integrity of the record.
Examine how such relationship between record and digital object is established in the catalog. The
recommended method [33] for fixing the relationship of a MARC catalog record with a networked
document is through the 856 field: "Electronic Location and Access". The predominant content of this
field, given the dominance of the Web for the delivery of digital content, is a URL. The fragility of
URLs, or any pointer across the networkf 61, is well known. This fragility may take the form of
catastrophic disappearance of the referenced object (known in HTTP as a 404 error), or, even more
insidious, modification of the object and resulting changes in its information content (see [30]).

A solution to this conundrum fixing the network reference is non-trivial. One brute force "solution"
is to give up on networked references, copy the objects to a local repository, and assume responsibility
for their stability. As suggested in the NRC report [15], however, an attempt to indiscriminately move
the "library as container" notion from the physical to the digital world is simply not realistic. Crespo and
Garcia-Molina [18] suggest another solution, using techniques such as hashing for establishing bit-wise
fixity. While this may appear to be a workable solution, it fails to account for the fact that exact bit-wise
correspondence is not really the issue when it comes to the integrity of the cataloging recordf 7].
Generally, the more important issue vis-à-vis the integrity of a descriptive record is fixity of the meaning
of the document [30] that the record purports to describe. Furthermore, bit-wise fixity is essentially
meaningless when the fundamental nature of some digital objects rests in their dynamic nature (e.g., what
exactly are the fixed bits the online of the New York Times at http://www.nytimes.com).

The inherent fluidity of many digital objects suggests that a "fixation with fixity" may in fact be a red
herring. My suggestion is that a more realistic approach towards cataloging digital object is to
incorporate fluidity into the cataloging model itself The record should model a digital document as a
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series of transition events, and should describe the nature of the events, the agents responsible for the
events, and the times and places of those change events.

No doubt, this "answer" to the cataloging model opens up a number of questions that will need to be
examined by the cataloging and research community:

What is the granularity of the event record that should be recorded for digital objects? Abstractly
any event can be deconstructed recursively to infinitely granular levels. The challenge in any
such event model is to understand how finely granular a change history should be; the answers
will inevitably be community and situation specific.
If existing resource-centric cataloging is expensive, what are the costs of incorporating events in a
new model? Like many metadata problems, there will need to be solutions that combine
automated and human effort. In our Project Prism at Cornell, we are examining the use of
monitoring surrogates [34] as one means of flexibly tracking status of digital objects and perhaps
assisting in the maintenance of event records.

Although these and other open questions remain for an event-aware model, it does address the pervasive
need to address the fluidity of a large class of digital objects. The failure of the traditional catalog to do
this is a serious impediment to the transition of the library to the digital context.

A Foundation for Trust

Mechanisms for trust (and component issues of integrity, authenticity, security, and privacy), which are
well-established in the bricks and mortar information context, have proven to be among the most difficult
to transfer to the digital milieu. Two major national studies [16, 36] and a variety of research projects
have examined issues related to how to establish trust between parties, how to be certain about the
authenticity of information, how to protect privacy, how to securely protect information, and how to
disseminate information in a controlled fashion in the digital realm.

What is the role of information professionals, libraries, and, in particular, the catalog (and metadata in
general) in resolving such trust and integrity issues? I suggest that these organizations and tools have an
essential role. Furthermore, the catalog can facilitate this role only if it has the ability to record events in
the lifecycle of digital objects.

The perspectives of information professionals and researchers from a variety of communities archival,
computer science, and preservation provide some valuable background on this issue. Picking up the
theme of the previous section, the issue of fixity, or lack thereof, is a large part of the problem. As noted
by David Levy [28]:

Assessments of authenticity in the world of paper and other stable, physical media rely heavily on the
existence of enduring physical objects. ... What happens in the digital case if there are no stable,
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enduring digital objects?

Peter Hirtle [21] describes how archivists, preservationists, and librarians share the same problem of
authentication of digital objects and how this demonstrates the need for a common approach. The
similarity between the issues face by archivists, preservationists, librarians, and others including the
museum community is a concrete example of the questions raised by Michael Buckland in "What is a
Document" [10]. The issues prevalent in each community merge as their individual media are
commonly represented as bits on disk or over a network.

One approach from the archival perspective, advocated by David Bearmanf81 [4], is for trusted custodial
agencies to maintain metadata that records the provenance of the digital object. Bearman and his
partners stress the importance of custodial control over provenance metadata, in contrast to control of the
objects themselves. He reaches a conclusion about centralized storage of digital objects that sounds very
similar to that of the NRC Library of Congress study [15]:

Archivists cannot afford politically, professionally, economically or culturally to acquire [electronic]
records except as a last resort.

In later work [5] Bearman describes a metadata model for such a task one that has a strong event
orientation. Paul Conway [17] reaches a similar conclusion for the preservation community, stating that
the solution to establishing integrity of digital objects lies in "documenting successive modifications to a
given digital record".

We see in all of these statements the common argument that unlike physical objects, where authenticity
is sometimes derivable from the object itself19], authenticity of digital objects can generally only be
established by endowing the objects with metadata, which is then maintained by trusted institutions.
Clifford Lynch [29] addresses this trust issue directly and describes how all assertions of authenticity for
digital objects are grounded in levels of trust:

...there is no question of authenticity through comparison with other copies; there is only trust or lack of
trust in the location and delivery processes and, perhaps, in the archival custodial chain.

Lynch points out that there are a number of existing developing technologies that assist in establishing
trust, but that all of these technologies recursively reduce to institutional trust (e.g., the institution or
combination of institutions from which a provenance chain was derived); in other words, trusting the
institutions that hold custody over the metadata establishing provenance.

How does this all translate to the role of the library and the catalog? The rapidly growing dependence on
(born-again and born) digital information through society in schools, business, education, and the like
presents a large-scale authenticity crisis. There is a compelling need for trusted organizations to step
forward with tools to alleviate this crisis. I believe an essential value-added role that the library can add
to the networked information environment is to act as a leader, or at least a primus inter pares, is
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"establishing trust. I believe that the catalog should be the mechanism that facilitates this role. To
accomplish this, the catalog must be able to act as a record keeping tool; one that is useful for
documenting the events that take place in the origination of and modifications to digital content.

Metadata as a cross-community activity

In the Warwick Framework [24] we advocated a modular model of metadata individual descriptive
packages, contributed by distinct communities of expertise, that are aggregated and associated with
networked resources within a metadata container. This modular model is realized in the RDF (Resource
Description Framework) [25], which the Web Consortium is advocating as the basis for Web metadata.

The decentralization of this descriptive model is dramatically different from that presumed by the
catalog, which is generally framed as a "one-stop shopping" descriptive context under the control of a
well-defined professional community. Undeniably, the centralization and well-defined control regimes
of the traditional catalog generally leads to high-quality descriptive records, where quality is measured as
adherence to well-defined standards and rules.

It is not productive, however, to argue platonic notions of quality in the face of two countervailing
factors. First, the benefits of specialization in distributed, community-specific metadata are
considerable. Although AACR2 and MARC encoding has proven adaptable for a variety of resources, it
simply not capable of expressing descriptive semantics in specialized areasf10]. Any attempt to
incorporate such specialized semantics in a general cataloging model would only lead to greater
complexity and resulting greater cost. Second, the economics of cataloging, described earlier in this
paper, make it impossible for libraries to ignore the cost savings possible by leveraging descriptive
information supplied by metadata from external organizations.

What then is the distinct role of the library and the catalog in this decentralized descriptive environment?
I suggest that a useful approach is to enthusiastically accept descriptive diversity and adopt a role as
mediator. Rather than absorbing semantics (and descriptions) from distributed communities, libraries
should promote the catalog as a mappingf111, or interoperability mechanism, amongst distributed
descriptions. Technologies such as RDF and its schema language [8] make it possible to undertake such
a mapping role amongst individual descriptions that are distributed across the Web[12].

I have no doubt that this suggestion might meet some resistance from my library colleagues whom have
already been asked to accept the notion of providing access and some responsibility for content not
entirely in their control. This suggestion takes the idea one step further by conceiving of the catalog as
not only an access point for distributed resources, but as a distributed resource in its own right.

The existing resource-centric catalog is not an adequate basis for such semantic mediation. Scalable and
extensible mapping among different metadata vocabularies will require a model that recognizes distinct
entities that are common across virtually all descriptive schemas people, places, creations, dates, and
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the like and that includes events as first-class objects.

The importance of this event-awareness in the model can be explained as follows. Understanding the
relationship among multiple metadata descriptions (and ultimately the vocabularies on which they are
based) begins by understanding the entities (resources) they purport to describe. Understanding these
entities entails a comprehension of their lifecycle and the events (and corresponding transitions and
transformations) that make up this lifecycle.

This argument builds upon the following observations. Descriptive communities can be distinguished by
the events that are of significance to them. For example, a community that focuses on the history of
production of a film may consider the "event" associated with the insertion of a certain scene into a film
significant. As a result that event may be explicit in their descriptive vocabulary for example, that
community may have a metadata attribute that describes the date of the scene insertion. Another
community, say one concerned with the presentation of that film on a screen, may consider that event
irrelevant and may not be concerned with the "is part of relationship of the scene to the movie.

A particular metadata description, a record fr'om some community in some schema, actually refers to a
snapshot of some entity taken in a particular state a perceived fixity of the entity in a particular time and
place that perforce elides events or lifecycle changes that are outside the domain of interest by the
particular descriptive community. The granularity of that snapshot (and the number of elided or revealed
events) varies across metadata vocabularies. For example, a Dublin Core description, intended for
relatively basic resource discovery, is a particularly coarse snapshot. A Dublin Core description of a
postcard of the Mona Lisa might list Leonardo Da Vinci as the creator even though numerous events
took place in between Da Vinci's creation and the representation of the Mona Lisa on a postcard. On the
other hand, an INDECS description, for which the events associated with transfers of rights are
extremely important, might describe more fine-grained event snapshots. Establishing the identity of the
events implied in the respective snapshots makes it possible to associate descriptive properties in each
metadata description with these events, which then facilitates mapping among properties in the metadata
descriptions.
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Figure 1 - Metadata and events

This basic concept of using events in mapping amongst metadata schema is illustrated in Figure 1. The
larger circles represent manifestations of a resource as it moves through a set of event transitions; the
events are represented by the squares interspersed between the circles. For example, event El may be a
creation event that produces resource R1. This resource may then be acted on by a translation event
event E2 - producing resource R2 and so on. The rectangles at the bottom of the figure represent
metadata descriptions (instances of particular metadata vocabularies), and the ellipses that enclose part of
the resource/event lifecycle represent the snapshot of the lifecycle addressed by that particular metadata
description. For example, the larger dark-shaded ellipse represents the snapshot described by descl, and
the smaller light-shaded ellipse the snapshot described by desc2. The smaller circles within each
descriptive record are the actual elements, or attributes, of the description. The dotted lines (and the
color of each circle) indicate the linkage of the metadata element to an event - as shown the elements in
descl are actually associated with three different events that are implicit in the snapshot. For example,
the attributes (moving from left to right) may describe creator, translator, and publisher, which are
actually "agents" of the events. As shown, the three rose colored elements are all associated with a single
event E3, implying a relationship between them that can be exploited in mapping between the two
descriptive vocabularies that form the basis for the different descriptions.

The Nature of an Event Model
This paper has up to this point presented a number of justifications for the incorporation of event-
awareness into the cataloging model. This section illustrates event-awareness by summarizing the
modeling work in the Harmony Project. The full details of the Harmony work are out -of -scope for this
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'paper. The interested reader should consult the research papers and reports [8, 9, 22] that provide greater
details.

Over the last year, the Harmony Project has been examining a number of metadata vocabularies in an
attempt to understand the entities and relationships that are common across them. The result is the so-
called ABC model, which declares these entities as a set of base classes to which properties relevant to
information content and its lifecycle can be attached. These entities are Resource (the primitive entity as
it is defined in RDF), Event, Input, Output, Act (with Agent and Rols), and Context (with Date and
Time). A UML representation [7] of the ABC model is shown in Figure 2.
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We have tested and continue to refine this model in a number of experiments. For example, consider the
following simple example of a digital audio:

The recorded performance was part of the "Live at Lincoln Center" series, made at The Lincoln Center
for the Performing Arts on April 7, 1998 at 8PM Eastern time. The orchestra is the New York
Philharmonic, and the musical score is "Concerto for Violin". The actual audio is a 130 minute MP3
encoding.

This example is represented in the ABC model in Figure 3 using UML-like symbols.
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Figure 3 Example of ABC event-aware model

As illustrated in both Figure 2 and Figure 3, the model provides well-defined attachment points for
various properties, by explicitly representing entities. Thus, the date of performance is defined as a
property of the "performance" event, rather than as a property of the audio. The usefulness becomes
clearer if we expand the example and include a "composition" event that feeds into "comp523" in Figure
3, with a "Date" property of 3-01-1804. This stands in contrast to a resource-centric model in which
both dates (and perhaps) several others would be listed as cataloging properties of the single audio
resource.

At this point we have experimented with the ABC model for mapping between a number of metadata
schemas including Dublin Core, ID3 tags embedded in MP3, MPEG-7 descriptions in DDL, and the
CIDOC CRM model. We have demonstrated that it is possible to do simple mappings using XML
schema [6, 38] and XSLT [14]. The limitations of these tools has constrained the expressiveness of these
mappings and in Harmony we are beginning to experiment with more powerful tools such as a metadata
term ontology and the use of a general mapping rule language.

Conclusion
This paper has proposed radical changes in use of the catalog and the model upon which it rests. It has
described why these changes are necessary if the library is to transition effectively into the digital age.
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'Changes of such magnitude obviously require careful consideration and strategic planning on the part of
libraries and associated information professionals. They will require libraries to take a prominent role in
research initiatives and, correspondingly, allocate resources to develop and hire the professionals capable
of participating and leading such research. Being too conservative will only widen the disconnect
between the rapidly changing information environment and the manner in which libraries profess to
manage it. I end with an appropriate admonition from the NRS report [15] (taking the liberty to replace
explicit references to "the Library of Congress" with "libraries"):

The alternative to progress along these lines is simple: [libraries] could become a book museum....But a
library is not a book museum. A library's value lies in its vitality, in the way its collections grow, and in
the way that growth is rewarded by the diverse and innovative uses to which its collections are put.
[Libraries] will, by the choices [they] make now and in the next months and years, determine how much
of that vitality will survive into the new millennium and how well [they] can avoid subsiding into
diminished relevance.
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